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Topic, �tle, objec�ves 

The topic is of utmost importance, as prostate cancer is one of the most common malignancies in men 
in developed countries and serious diagnosis with respect to deaths from malignant diseases. Current 
diagnos�c algorithm combines serum markers (mostly prostate specific an�gen), imaging methods 
(mul�parametric resonance of prostate) and nomograms. This approach is s�ll burdened with low 
accuracy, leading to many cases of non-lethal prostate cancer and the risk of overdiagnosis and 
overtreatment. Looking for new, cheap, and non-invasive markers to improve the predic�on of a 
posi�ve prostate biopsy is therefore one of the most actual topics in oncourology.  

The �tle of the Thesis is well designed, as an ideal marker of prostate cancer should have a strong 
predic�ve (probability of posi�ve prostate biopsy) and prognos�c (probability of disease recurrence, 
metasta�c spreading, or risk of prostate cancer specific death) power.  

The Thesis is divided in three separate research Projects and Objec�ves, that are well selected, defined 
and appropriately described. The established hypotheses are reasonable, measurable and correspond 
to the subjects of individual Projects and their results. Unfortunately, I lack any con�nuity across 
individual Projects when each work deals with a different way of diagnosing prostate cancer or a 
different stage of the disease. 

Structure and methodology 

Author proved high standards at both theore�cal and methodological level. The Introduc�on briefly 
covers basic informa�on about prostate cancer diagnosis, staging and clinical management. More 
space is properly devoted to the descrip�on of currently used biomarkers. However, I would also expect 
at least a brief men�on of the theory of biomarkers, the defini�on of the "ideal" marker and pi�alls in 
the diagnosis of cancer in general using markers in serum or urine. Some of the paragraphs in the text 
are men�oned repeatedly (e.g. 1.8.1.1. and 1.8.5.2.).  



The Material and methodology of individual projects are described in full in atached ar�cles, here in 
the Thesis, informa�on about methodology is sufficient and clear. Sta�s�cal methods correspond with 
the input data and expected results. Study groups of all Projects are well designed and the whole Thesis 
gives evidence about the long-term research of prostate cancer biomarkers at the author's research 
department.  

Results and discussion 

The Results are described clearly regarding their poten�al clinical use. The data in tables are clearly 
arranged, graphs and figures are properly prepared with clearly recognizable results. The Discussion is 
well constructed with explana�on of ra�onale for each Project and clinical view of expected results. 
The author does not hide any nega�ve results and makes an appropriate commentary towards the 
limita�ons of each Project, which is mostly a rela�vely small sample or retrospec�ve design.  

Formal standards  

Reviewed Thesis has high formal standard. The structure follows recommenda�on for doctoral thesis. 
All used sources are cited correctly according to cita�on norm. 

Ques�ons to the author 

a) How could you explain that the level of EN2 was a�er DRE lower than before DRE (although not 
sta�s�cally significant)? I would rather expect a trend similar to that a�er prosta�c massage. 

b) The second Project used prospec�vely collected blood samples under precisely defined rules, 
including processing and storage of a sample before laboratory analysis. Are there any pi�alls regarding 
using the ultrasensi�ve PSA test and assessing such low PSA values in a daily clinical praxis? I mean 
possible differences in a way of processing of a sample a�er taking of blood, different �me from 
sampling to analysis, transport, different laboratories etc. 

c) What is a ra�onale for assessing the risk of BCR before radical prostatectomy (Project 3), when both 
surgeon and pa�ent agree with the procedure, and it will be done regardless of the predic�on? 

Overall assessment 

Presented disserta�on of dr. Joana Isabel Do Carmo Silva by its methodological approach and achieved 
results fulfils the criteria of disserta�ons of a doctoral study program. It answers research ques�ons 
and verify hypotheses, which have been set, and by its contents it actually does bring an innovated 
knowledge related to the research topic. The candidate proves an acceptable theore�cal and 
methodological background, and ability to apply it in prac�cal applica�on. As far as the presented 
disserta�on fulfils the criteria, I recommend it to be defended.  
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